Electron microscope tomography of native membranes.
Membrane proteins are often present in low amounts in cells. Their function can be modulated by interactions with other proteins. Moreover, these complexes can be transiently formed, thus making them difficult to be isolated and to be purified. One way to overcome these difficulties is to visualize these complexes in situ in the cells. For such purpose, electron microscopy coupled to tomography is a promising approach that has been developed over the last decades.Mitochondria are a good example of organelles where many membrane proteins form different functional complexes within the outer and the inner membranes. The latter is either close to the former or projects within the matrix to form cristae. Structure of these cristae involves different proteins and can vary from lamellar to tubular forms in normal mitochondria. In pathological conditions, other mitochondrial morphologies have been described, for instance, vesicular structures for inner boundary membrane have been observed.